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As the summer months approach, North America's electricity system remains frail 
and many of the shortcomings that contributed to a massive failure eight months 
ago have yet to be fixed. 
 
Investigators and utility executives agree that the electric system still is plagued 
by the kinds of weaknesses that left 50 million people in the U.S. and Canada 
without power Aug. 14. A major study of the blackout cites lingering deficiencies, 
including poorly prepared engineers, faulty equipment settings, voluntary 
reliability standards and muddled oversight. 
 
"The transmission system has been leaned on and leaned on and it's in fairly 
fragile shape now," said Joseph Welch, president of International Transmission 
Co., a Novi, Mich., electric-transmission company. Adds Kenneth Rose, senior 
fellow at Michigan State University's Institute of Public Utilities: "Ironing out all the 
problems will be fairly difficult." 
 
Utilities, reliability councils and grid operators are working to fix as much as 
possible before temperatures rise. While weather is a big variable, electricity 
demand could rise from last year as the economic recovery gathers steam. In the 
mid-Atlantic region, the grid operator is forecasting potential record demand for 
electricity this summer, while New York state also is forecasting higher demand. 
 
The U.S.-Canada Power System Outage Task Force, which was assigned to 
examine the Aug. 14 blackout, last week declared that the system "is likely to be 
more vulnerable to cascading outages than it was in the past." A separate audit, 
of the Midwest grid operator conducted by the North American Electric Reliability 
Council, or NERC, which is responsible for grid reliability and safety, found 
additional problems, though it noted improvements. 
 
But FirstEnergy Corp. of Akron, Ohio, the company most deeply implicated in the 
August incident, contests many of the findings of the blackout report. FirstEnergy 
says it has fixed some problems. 
 
Some of the system's weaknesses are being addressed, such as the need to 
improve the computer tools that are designed to anticipate grid problems and 
suggest defensive action before a widespread failure occurs. The NERC audit 
found that the Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator, the body 
unable to stop last summer's failure, has made strides to improve its readiness. 
For example, its ability to monitor grid conditions is now displayed through better 



control-room wall maps that show flashing lines when transmission-line loads 
approach dangerous levels. 
 
Meanwhile, utilities and grid operators have stepped up training of control-room 
operators, who manage power flows. Most utilities have added five days of 
emergency training that they're attempting to complete by June 30. Cinergy 
Corp., for example, is using a simulator to test operators' ability to quickly 
stabilize a system coming unglued. "It's 'what would you do in the next five 
minutes if thus-and-so happened?' " says Ron Jackups, vice president of electric 
system operations. 
 
In Michigan, International Transmission is using helicopters and high-resolution 
photography to spot worn out equipment. "We can detect loose bolts, line 
erosion, you'd be amazed," says Mr. Welch. His firm also uses 3-D photography 
to see if trees are too close to transmission lines. 
 
But many other problems remain. At the Midwest system operator, the computer 
system that warns the grid operator of trouble is still too slow to be effective in an 
emergency. That system, whose predecessor version froze up on Aug. 14, takes 
eight to 10 minutes to run its program -- an eternity in electrical terms. Once the 
blackout got rolling, it engulfed eight states and Ontario in six minutes. 
 
Perhaps even more entrenched are structural problems. The Midwest grid 
operator, for example, has 33 separate transmission systems within its footprint, 
reflecting fragmented utility ownership. Yet not all are members of the Midwest 
grid organization -- some report to PJM Interconnection LLC, the mid-Atlantic 
operator. That muddies lines of communication, especially in an emergency. 
 
Many in the sector question whether the industry's current contingency planning -
- which calls for operating the transmission system in a way that would withstand 
the loss of its biggest power plant or transmission line -- is rigorous enough. "You 
have to really understand your system's weaknesses," says Terry Winter, chief 
executive of the California grid operator in Folsom, Calif. 
 
A big push is on to inspect relay settings so they don't prematurely trip equipment 
out of service. Relays are designed to electrically isolate equipment from the grid. 
Ironically, one problem is that the sensors sometimes work too well. NERC 
investigators determined that many relays were set to issue shrill warnings as 
soon as trouble appeared. On Aug. 14, the relays reacted too quickly, causing 
the system to break apart as much as half an hour sooner than necessary and 
eliminating valuable time in which a competent grid operator might have 
intervened. 
 
The resolve to address such problems may be complicated by the close 
relationship between utilities and the "local reliability councils" set up around the 
country to make sure that utilities follow safe practices. There are 10 such 



councils nationally, which critics say sometimes are dominated by or otherwise 
too close to the utilities they oversee. For example, FirstEnergy performs payroll 
services for the East Central Area Reliability Council, or ECAR, which is 
assigned to monitor safe practices from Kentucky to the Great Lakes. 
FirstEnergy allows the organization's employees to participate in the utility's 
401(k) retirement plan and gives them shares of FirstEnergy stock. 
 
"We had no idea of that arrangement," until identified in the blackout report, said 
Ellen Vancko, spokeswoman for NERC in Princeton, N.J. NERC has no control 
over the governance of the reliability councils, as Congress specifically deferred 
to industry self-regulation when it created the reliability-council structure in 1968 
after a large Northeast blackout. 
 
ECAR didn't return calls. 
 
In the aftermath of the 2003 blackout, investigators have had trouble finding 
common ground with FirstEnergy regarding what happened and why. 
Investigators from the U.S.-Canada task force faulted FirstEnergy for employing 
"inadequately trained" control-room operators. They also concluded FirstEnergy 
had poor internal communications, lousy tree-trimming practices, unreliable 
computer systems, and that it employed a weaker voltage standard that put its 
system closer to the edge. According to the task force, the utility made 
assumptions about summer 2003 conditions that were unrealistically rosy. 
 
FirstEnergy said it has fixed its computer problems and has beefed up its control-
room staffing and transmission analysis. But the company hasn't acted on some 
other issues. "We have a factual disagreement" with the report, says Charles E. 
Jones, senior vice president of energy delivery at FirstEnergy. 
 
There's evidence that FirstEnergy ignored a neighbor's repeated warning of 
potential trouble. FirstEnergy was warned that Cleveland could experience 
extreme voltage problems if certain combinations of outages at critical facilities 
occurred. The briefings, conducted by FirstEnergy's neighboring utility, American 
Electric Power Co. of Columbus, Ohio, took place in January and May 2003 and 
were described by both AEP and the U.S.-Canada report. Voltage disruption in 
the Cleveland area was a major factor in the blackout. 
 
Yet FirstEnergy's Mr. Jones said that his engineers have no recollection of those 
meetings, nor could they find the presentation AEP said it had shared. "We've 
hunted everywhere," he said. "We have beaten the bushes to try to find this 
report. We went to AEP and NERC. Nobody has given it to us." Later, 
FirstEnergy changed its position, saying it no longer disputed that the meetings 
happened; it instead said it is still waiting for underlying data from AEP. 
 
To boost accountability, the blackout report said North America's reliability 
standards must be made mandatory. It also said some standards should be 



reconsidered. For example, FirstEnergy's transmission operators were certified 
and its summer planning was in compliance with existing standards. "There were 
no action items that ECAR had ordered us to do where we sat back and said, 
'nah, we're not going to do it,' " said Mr. Jones. 
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